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The Rolla storage will sit happily 
either side of your existing Horn 
sewing cabinet or have 2….. one 

for both sides of your cabinet.  
You’ve plenty of storage now! 

 Compact and easily mobile on 5 large lockable    
castors. 

 270° door hinges which allow the door to fold          
conveniently out of the way when its open. 

 Robust removable storage trays, ideal to be taken to 
where you need to work. 

 Available in 3 popular finishes; Fresh Beech, Warm 
Teak and now in Clean White. 

 Solid, sturdy & quality construction. 
 Made to match in with, more specifically, the Gemini, 

Cub Plus, Quilter’s Delight Mk2 and Elements but will 
compliment any existing Horn cabinet. 

 Arrives fully assembled, the cabinet is beautifully           
finished front to back, inside and out. 

 Made to match the height of a Horn cabinet when its 
open so creating a valuable level & increased work 
area. 

The Rolla storage is so 
compact and neat… 

 - A great storage idea from Horn 

   Colour Chart 

   Teak, Beech, White 

The Rolla Storage closed is        
compact enough to fit in anywhere. 

73.5cm 
Including 
castors 

42cm 42.5cm 

CLOSED - WIDE 42cm (16½’’)  
DEEP 42.5cm (16¾’’) HIGH 73.5cm  (29”) 

MODEL 906 shown in Beech    
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   Colour Chart 

   Teak, Beech, White 

 - A great deluxe 5 drawer version of our 
 versatile Rolla Station  

 Compact and easily mobile on 5 lockable castors. 
 Fitted with thread holders on a removable platform in every drawer, this 

allows you to choose whether you’d like to use the drawer for thread or 
just as a normal drawer, (there are 38 spots per drawer for threads).  

 Supplied with a handy built in pressing/ ironing board & 45cm x 30cm 
cutting mat! 

 Opens up to give another work surface. 
 Available in 3 popular finishes; Beech, Teak and White. 
 Made to match in with, more specifically, the Superior, the Calypso,   

Maxi -Eclipse, Maxi- Outback, Nova, Hilo & Sewer’s Vision but will     
compliment any existing Horn cabinet. 

 Arrives fully assembled, the cabinet is beautifully finished front to back, 
inside and out. 

 A great all round unit to add to your existing Horn set-up. 

87.5cm 

74.5cm 
(with 
ironing 
mat 
77cm) 

43.5cm 

54cm 

CLOSED - WIDE 43.5cm (17¼”) DEEP 54cm 
(21¼”) HIGH 76cm (30¼”) 

MODEL 908 shown in Beech  

Closed the Deluxe 5 Drawer 
Rolla Station is compact 

enough to fit in anywhere. 

This handy new unit 
has so many uses...  
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